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ANNOUNCEMENT on March 23, 2020 

Postponing to August 6 to 9, ITE Hong Kong 2020 the Recovery Edition 
 
 

After the Hong Kong government gazette on March 18 in the evening regulation imposing 

arrival quarantine between March 19 and June 18, within 24 hours on March 19, TKS the 

organizer announced ITE Hong Kong 2020 will be postponed to August from 6th (Thursday) 

to 9th (Sunday) in the same venue, Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre 

(HKCEC)!   A speedy response as TKS has been preparing contingency plan for various 

scenario!  

 

In recent days, China and Hong Kong been reporting daily sharp rise in imported cases! 

For example on March 18 in China were 34 imported cases with zero local infection; while in 

Hong Kong 81 of the 88 new cases between March 5 and 18 imported!  Many countries, 

some of which with deteriorating situation, impose travel restriction and/or arrival quarantine! 

Outbound recovery push back likely to post summer!    

 

However, signs still pointing to recovery this year! Hundreds of buyer and trade 

visitor applications within days after promotion started late last month! A Post-Outbreak 

survey in China released on March 13 its findings, briefly, 60% respondents will consider 

traveling in this year and only 13% will not, and 45% travel abroad! February and March 

during outbreak, thousands of Hong Kong residents joining hundreds of outbound tour group 

to Asia, Europe and Africa etc.  

 

ITE 2020 designated as the Recovery Edition! We encourage exhibitors this year 

focus on measures better ensuring health and hygiene, how and when ready for travellers, 

handling contingency and attractiveness of their products!   

 

The August ITE, after outbreak, will be the first and the earliest travel fair for recovery 

held in Southern China, where located there 3 of China’s top 5 cities, namely, Hong Kong, 

Guangzhou and Shenzhen. They are about one hour by speed train from each other. 

Respectively, over 60% and over 20% of ITE’s some 12000 buyers and trade visitors from 

Hong Kong and Guangdong.  

 

Postponement means other changes too! HKCEC in August will be packed with 

postponing exhibitions, and understandably only 3 halls in level 3 be available then to ITE 

instead of the usual 5 halls, and aisles widened to thin out the crowd so less space for booths.  

 

In coming weeks, TKS will be confirming with the Centre details such as location of 

registration counters etc. and redoing the master layout plan. Meanwhile, we will continue 

using existing floors plan based on halls in Level One until further notice!  
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Measures will be taken to enhance safety in health in the August ITE, including we widen 

aisles to 4 meters; deploy staff at entrances take temperature and admitting those wearing 

mask; arrange seats in seminar and Business Matching more scatter etc.  

 

By postponing to August, ITE this year likely eligible for applying the government 

recovery subsidy. TKS intend sharing it with exhibitors and one possibility is to offer an 

extended Early Payment Discount (EPD) totalling 10%. For example, those already 

enjoyed a 5% EPD in their previous payment get another 5% discount, while depending on 

date of their payment others enjoy 10% to 5% discount.   

 

We understand destinations and exhibitors unlikely to be ready more or less at the same 

time so will set no predestined deadline and accept application in as much as we can; 

and offering to exhibitors affected by sudden travel restriction flexibilities like switching 

to online promotion or onsite display requiring no staff and transferring the balance as rental 

for ITE 2021etc.   

 

Organized by TKS Exhibition Services Ltd., ITE is supported by the Ministry of Culture 

and Tourism of China, Hong Kong Tourism Board, Macao Government Tourism Office, and 

Travel Industry Council of Hong Kong etc. Its first two days open only to trade and 

professionals requiring registration for admission, and last two days for public / FIT. For 

details and enquiry, please visit www.itehk.com.  

 

If you’ve any questions, please feel free to contact us via email travel@tkshk.com or call 

+852 31550600. 

 

 

ITE Hong Kong Organizer 

TKS EXHIBITION SERVICES LTD 
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